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ONE 1 HOUR RAPID TAN SOLUTION 

A technological sunless breakthrough, ONE™ utilities a proprietary amino acid propulsion 
system to boost results. A first of its kind, rapid development sunless solution introduced 
specifically for clients who can't wait the usual 8-12 hours before their post session rinse. ONE puts 
the level of color choice directly in the client's hands. 

Designed for all skin tones, clients can rinse in 1 hour for Light Bronze, 2 hours for Medium 
Bronze, and 3 or more hours for Darkest Bronze. 

Note: Although cosmetic bronzers will rinse away during the first shower, color will continue to 
develop for 24 hours. 

Full Body Spray:  $45.00 

Optional:  

**We include 3-4 minutes in Level 5 Standup Booth to help in drying before leaving our salon at no extra 

charge. 

NORVELL SUNLESS 

Norvell®, a name synonymous with ground breaking sunless spray tanning innovation, continues to 
develop and manufacture technological breakthroughs in the sunless spray tan industry. Norvell has 
introduced a flurry of leading edge, award winning products like Venetian, sunless solution Norvell 
Legend sunless solution, and ONE 1 hour rapid tan sunless solution. Norvell tanning equipment 
runs the gamut from affordable, light weight spray tan units perfect for mobile application all the way 
up to fully automated spray tan booths. 

Development Time: 1-3 hours (those with fair skin not recommended to go over 2 hours) 

Average Tan Length: 5-7 days 

Directions: Exfoliate thoroughly 24 hours before application for best tanning results. Apply in even, light strokes for 

uniform coverage and discard any unused solution from your completed session. Do not oversaturate skin. Avoid 

water contact and perspiration until development time has passed. After 1-3 hours rinse off in a warm shower - 1 hour 

for a bronze color, 2 hours for a medium bronze color, and 3 hours for a dark bronze color. Extending the duration 

longer than 3-hours is NOT recommended for optimum results. Use a tan extender daily to prolong the life of the tan. 

One hour rapid tan formula 

Paraben Free, Gluten Free, Sulfate Free, Phthalate Free, GMO Free, Triclosan Free, All Natural Fragrance, 100% Vegan 
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